
Why, hi there!

At Dear Bea, we are absolutely devoted to helping people find 
meaningful connections with exceptional greeting cards that they 
and their friends will adore. 

Our greeting cards feature original art crafted by hand in our 
Madison, Wisconsin design studio using techniques like 
block-printing, painting, and line drawing. We merge our art with 
modern design to create our unique style, then embrace technology 
to pull it all together, and...voila! We try to make our designs as 
spirited, smart, and chic as the beloved friends who inspired this 
business to begin with. Our customers bring their own words and 
wit to each greeting card, so we keep our messages simple.  

We partner with a wonderful local printer to bring our products to 
life on sustainable, high-quality, felt-textured paper. We hold our 
packaging to the same high standards of sustainability. 

In today’s world of overwhelming communication, it is easier than 
ever to feel lonely, and to crave authentic, meaningful connections. 
We hope that our greeting cards help you connect and share smiles 
with your favorite people.

About Dear Bea

hello@dearbea.com
(608) 512-0570

@dearbeadesignworks
dearbea.com

ORIGINAL. SUSTAINABLE. MEANINGFUL. 

Exceptional greeting cards that your favorite people will love.



About Our Founder

Brenda Chamberlain is a dynamic, creative, and strategic leader with a focus 
on improving quality of life for individuals and communities.  Her unique 
background as both a designer and a nonprofit Executive Director led her to 
create Dear Bea Design Works, a greeting card boutique offering chic, 
original products that are responsibly-sourced and thoughtfully-crafted, 
helping people to connect in meaningful ways.

Prior to Dear Bea, Brenda spent more than a decade volunteering and 
working with Horton’s Kids, a nonprofit committed to improving the lives of 
some of Washington, DC’s most under-served children. Brenda’s work there 
received numerous accolades, including the Washington Post Award for 
Excellence in Nonprofit Management and personal recognition as a hero in 
the community from First Lady Michelle Obama.

As a designer, Brenda benefits from a long line of artists and makers in her 
family. Earlier in her career, Brenda worked in interior design with a focus on 
environment and behavior studies. Her life-long training in creative 
problem-solving has proven as helpful in the board room as it is in the 
design studio.

Brenda holds a Certificate in Nonprofit Management from Georgetown 
University, a B.S. in Environment, Textiles, and Design with an Interior 
Design major from the School of Human Ecology at University of 
Wisconsin-Madison, and a Certificate in Gerontology from the University of 
Wisconsin-Madison.

Brenda and her husband Rob live in Madison, Wisconsin, where she enjoys 
baking for her neighbors, shoveling snow, volunteering in the community, 
and working until 2 am so she can spend her days chasing their three 
rambunctious children around the yard.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/brendachamberlain/
hello@dearbea.com

(608) 512-0570
@dearbeadesignworks

dearbea.com



About Our Greeting Cards

Even with hundreds of messages bombarding each of us every 
day, it is easier than ever to feel lonely and miss the people who 
you care most about. 

Dear Bea’s exceptional greeting cards help people share happy 
moments and connect in meaningful ways. 

GREETING CARD PRODUCT SPECS

Greeting cards are all folded cards, blank inside

Cards are size A2, 4.25 x 5.5 inches

Cards are printed on 80 lb cover paper with a matte 
finish and subtle felt texture

Envelopes are made of coordinating 70 lb paper with 
the same subtle felt texture and a rectangular flap

Paper is approved by the Forestry Stewardship Council, 
made from a mix of 30% recycled material and 70% 
responsibly-managed forests

Every card is readily recyclable, even after all finishing 
work and embellishments

Sets and bundles are packaged in a reusable, 
compostable, sheer cotton pouch, rather than a 
traditional box, which is then put in another box to ship

We package and ship our products in eco-friendly 
materials, including 100% recycled boxes and 100% 
recycled clear PET sleeves

Hand-designed and printed locally in Madison, 
Wisconsin, USA

Mail your cards within the US using a regular Forever 
stamp; no extra postange necessary
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Our greetings feature original art and are 
printed with a matte finish on beautiful, 
sustainable, felt-textured paper. We create 
our art by hand using time-honored 
techniques such as block-printing, 
painting, and line drawing.  Then merge 
with modern technology to create our 
unique style--patterns and images with a 
playful spirit and sophisticated simplicity. 
Our product packaging stands out as 
both high-quality and eco-friendly.

Shop the Dear Bea collection at 
dearbea.com.


